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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: December 12, 2017
Kink

5 attendees

 Respect guidelines (available here)

 Names and pronouns

Casual conversation about people's experiences in kink spaces

 New friends attending and kinky cow plushie (mascot?)

Realising being into certain aspects of kink

 Feeling things as a young person but never acting on it

 Fairly recently realising being into certain aspects of kink and beginning to explore
◦ Cast in a play in high school and discovering the term “edge play” and looking it up online, 

encountering pictures of rope suspension and bondage but being scared away by the extreme role 
playing scary “domly doms”, remembering years later about interest, more research, more scary stuff 
but also finds friendly spaces, DDLG “Daddy Dom/Little girl” Forum (ageplay), very welcoming and 
willing to answer questions, introduced to Fetlife, wade through the “random flying penises” and 
blocking them, making posts for info and making friends and exploring from there

 Submissive tendencies coming out in friendships (e.g. putting more into friendships than others do)

 Long-standing interest, then exploring
◦ Fetish component makes sex more interesting (otherwise like scratching an itch)

 Remembering having seen a video with violence and being into it
◦ Desires for things like biting

 There is no good resources left online that are just for info
◦ used to be a Facebook resource, but that is gone now

 connecting with others for information about how having specific physical conditions and limitations might 
affect participation in certain activities, and what makes them accessible-- people very willing to share info

Fetlife: https://fetlife.com

 Online resource (some try to use it as dating or hook up site, but it's not meant for that)

 Online fetish/kink/bdsm community (just ignore the gross stuff and unwanted male attention and random 
dick profiles-- i.e., many unsolicited “flying penises” to be ignored in profiles and private messages)

o Similar to being catcalled on the street except not as scary as no imminent physical threat

 You can find discussion groups for very specific topics or interests

 If your profile picture is of a scantily clad female-presenting person you will potentially get much more 
unwanted male attention, could spend first five minutes after logging in deleting unwanted messages

o good news you can delete message if not recognize pic or name without having to read message 
 Some feel that online offers a degree of separation as no imminent physical threat possible

 You can find friends with similar interests
o you can set each profile up as “protecting” each other (this can sometimes lessen unwanted 

attention)

 Be careful of what profile picture you use

 You are able to block profiles on Fetlife

 You can choose not to put a gender, role, or location
o You can put yourself as “exploring”, “undecided”, or nothing at all
o But if you don’t put any info on your profile it will be difficult to reach out, make friends, or seek 

information/advice from others

 May receive random messages from people who don't read your profile
o these are frequently referred to as “machine gun fire” as the sender usually copy/pastes the same 

message to dozens of profiles in hopes of one positive response

https://fetlife.com/
https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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Are people cool about Asexuality?

 Some people don’t know anything about asexuality and ask (not meaning to be intrusive)
◦ E.g., bottom + bottom (trying to relate or make friends)

Top + bottom (trying to figure out limits and if there's the potential for play in the future)

 Asexuality is usually a non-issue
◦ Be sure that it is discussed during negotiations and your limits are very clearly discussed prior to any 

scene as it can help decide if people want to play together

 Glad about being ace 
◦ Common joke in different groups is of the “incest” as everyone has slept with everyone, being ace not 

having to worry about it (not really talking about incest). Note: incest isn't something to joke about.

 Experience of bodies not being inherently sexual
◦ Grew up in hospitals and then did a lot of theatre (where your body is part of your artists tools or quick 

changes need to happen nudity can't be a hang up)

 Have you ever dealt with a partner who is asexual?
◦ Works differently depending on the person

▪ E.g. if a play partner wants sex, they're on their own (maybe they can make plans with someone 
else for after the aftercare

▪ (or other aces might be okay with having sex-- needs to be negotiated depending on people's 
individual desires and boundaries)

 But if its not sexual than how can you enjoy it or be satisfied?
◦ Depends on the person whether they care if their partner has a different reason or different reaction to 

the kink
◦ Some find satisfaction in the connection with the person (e.g. if my partner is enjoying tormenting me, I 

enjoy their enjoyment and find satisfaction in being instrument of that joy) – more of a service-y 
perspective

 Kink can be enjoyed for psychological reasons or for sexual reasons or etc…
◦ Same as any other situation where partners have mismatched desires

Consent in experienced kink community contexts

 Very respectful of limits in the context of play scenes and their play partners as people
◦ Very different approach to consent (vs vanilla world which completely lacks consent)
◦ Vanilla people teaching consent at universities and teaching consent that is not viable for kink 

situations
▪ there have been some issues of newer people coming into kink contexts with non-kink ideas about 

consent, talking about withdrawing consent after-the-fact and lots of problems around that
▪ Withdrawal of consent “after-the-fact” is not accepted in kink community 

 There either was no consent for the act in question, or the person has come to regret the act, 
or the person has decided to change their limits
◦ If there was no consent to begin with, then the action needs to be reported to the kink 

council and an incident report filed, or the authorities need to be involved
◦ If someone has come to regret the act or the person changed their mind, then a 

conversation needs to happen with your scene partner(s) about these feelings or the 
change in limits

▪ But: “withdrawal of consent” isn't about changing your mind after-the-fact and then reclassifying 
something that was actually consensual at the time to be “non-consensual”. It's about recognising 
after-the-fact that the interaction wasn't really consensual in the first place (i.e., people can be in 
situations where they aren't able to say no or even really feel that saying no would be an option, 
and it can take time afterwards to get to a point of recognising that). That's especially important for 
people who might have difficulty saying no for reasons related to trauma. While some people might
misunderstand that idea, that would be the case regardless of who is teaching sex ed. 

 Objection to the idea that only people who are into kink can understand consent or be qualified
to teach about consent generally

◦ Note of accuracy: the ideas of “felt-consent” and “taking consent back” actually originated from people 
within kink communities, who had been organising kink events, in response to particular issues there 
(e.g., this discussion from 2013 with links introducing ideas). And those ideas are still generally “fringe”.

http://unquietpirate.tumblr.com/post/66471964582/you-can-take-it-back-consent-as-a-felt-sense
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 Predators do exist in the kink community as well
◦ Recently had accusations against well known people, big names, photographers, etc.
◦ Community members try to warn newbies about dangerous people, however this can be intimidating

 Common consent problem in kink community especially in casual conversations/hanging out (e.g. “just 
teasing” non-consensual)

 Consent mostly focused on physical touch, pronouns, negotiations, and play

 If you are young-looking and female presenting, some people will typecast you as submissive or “little” 
(even if you're not)

 Many “bigger names” or even people with inflated confidence or egos in the community seem to begin to 
act as if they can get away with whatever or assume they know everything (yet still do things not okay)

 Huge potential for abuse of power especially with younger and newer people to the community
◦ Not unique to kink community
◦ Long-standing issues in kink spaces
◦ Taking about it a lot more these days
◦ More education for newbies

Safety and Responsibility

 Safe, Sane, and Consensual
◦ This is what the community uses to try to explain to the vanilla world how the dynamics of kink work

 RACK + PRICK
◦ The terms actually used in the community when educating each other or newcomers
◦ Risk Aware Consensual Kink + Personal Responsibility Informed Consensual Kink

 Most kinks incorporate some form of power play or exchange, it is important to know where your 
responsibilities lie and how to safely engage in these dynamics
◦ Submissives or bottoms have the responsibility over self, knowing their minds, bodies, limits, needs for 

aftercare, and knowledge of risks associated with their interests
◦ Dominants or Tops have the responsibility of all this knowledge for the safety of everyone in the scene
◦ In kink, you have to be able to trust yourself and your own knowledge before you can trust anyone else

▪ important to have full confidence in self before you can dominate/submit to anyone

 Many resources and classes and videos and teachers available for Doms if they go looking

 Not as many resources out there for subs
◦ Unless you meet a knowledgeable Dom or sub who will teach you the things you need to know and 

help you navigate and understand
◦ Subs have to learn as they go through trial and error

 Subs, have ultimate veto power when it comes to what happens during play, however the understanding is 
that someone won't or shouldn't “call red” (or use a safeword asking to stop) unless you want an actual 
stop to the scene because you are done, have sustained injury, or consent has been broken. No one likes 
someone who “cries wolf” (i.e., stops the event for reasons that “less legitimate”).

 Limits can differ from day to day or depending on who you're playing with, negotiations should be an on-
going and possibly never ending conversation
◦ Common misconceptions thanks to mainstream media kink is that limits and consent are absolute.

▪ Limits and consent are absolute in the sense of “DON’T BREAK THEM!!!” however because they 
are subject to slight and major changes, contracts such as in “50 shades” aren't feasible for IRL 
application. (i.e., things change over time and what's okay vs. not okay at one point might not be 
okay or not okay at another point)

 However most “Hard limits” won't change

 Again stressing the importance of trusting not only the person you are playing with but yourself as well
◦ Especially when engaging in “edge play” (e.g. rope suspension, knife play, choking, etc…basically all 

the especially dangerous stuff)
◦ With most kinks it’s not “if” you get hurt but “when” (just like most sports) so Trust, Communication, and

Education are all extremely important

 Engage with the right people for you, explore slowly (you only get a first experience once after all), and 
learn as you go
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 The best info for a Dom/Top comes from discussing things post scene (usually a few days later so that it's 
after “drop”-- defined at the bottom) with their sub/bottom. “Directly from the horses mouth” as it were
◦ The advantage of being a switch or having started out as a sub/bottom is that you have first hand 

knowledge of how these experiences feel

 Doms/Tops also have limits

 Can also “call red” to end a scene if someone feel it has gone too far or feels unsafe

How much is kink part of your identity?

 Being very out (except to job and family)

 Duality is a kink (white picket fence with a dungeon in the basement)

 Large part of identity, especially because only engage in kinky play with romantic/sexual partners
◦ Will not seek out romantic relationships with a vanilla person

Rope suspension and bondage

 Discussion of new Kazami chest harness and excitement to be able to try it

 Communication is extremely important as nerve injury and circulation issues happen very easily if not 
monitored carefully

 Discussion of suspension vs floor rope (which is highly under rated)
◦ People are always in a hurry to get to full suspensions that they rush through floor work
◦ Floor work is immensely fun and fundamental to learn the basic knots and ties

 Discussion of rope logistics

 Discussion of various spaces and people who run classes

 Classes
◦ The Toronto Kinbaku Salon – teaches the style of Kazami Ranki (#1 Rigger in the world) – has 4 

different levels of classes available
1. How to tie the Kazami TK (box tie)
2. How to tie Kazami hip harness and partial suspensions
3. How to tie single pose full suspensions
4. How to tie full suspensions with transitions

• http://torontokinbakusalon.com
◦ Rope Bite Toronto – teaches more American/western style
◦ Coil Toronto – teaches workshops for rope bottom education
◦ Subspace – held multitudes of different kink events (no longer exists)

 MBE “Morpheus' Bondage Extravaganza” used to be held during Toronto's Nuit Blanche (No longer exists)

 NDC “Nuit des Cordes” is held during Montreal's Nuit Blanche (will be held first weekend of March 2018)

 Would learn to self-tie and practice at home but without a top to enjoy the torment it would just be torture, 
literally (was originally invented by the Japanese to hold, transport, and torture prisoners)

Kink community general info

 It can feel scary to go to a first kink event whether it be a “munch” (i.e., social meeting for kink folks-- more 
info below), or an event with play. You just have to be brave enough to go and you'll find friends much 
faster than you think.

 Most events are “closed” so you either have to contact the organizer directly (usually through Fetlife) or 
have a friend who has been before bring you as their guest. After the first time attending you are usually 
accepted and invited to future events

 It can feel like everyone knows everyone else in the community. It's however more of a “seven degrees of 
Bacon” kind of situation

 You will face very little judgement in the community
◦ If it's not an interest you have in common you can still be happy for each other or keep talking till you 

do find common interest

 When accusations of wrong-doing come up some people will just withdraw
◦ Taking accountability only half, must also fix the issue

http://torontokinbakusalon.com/
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 Can be difficult as a sub to be completely honest with the Dom about a bad experience as Doms may take 
it as a personal failing and shatter their confidence.
◦ However being honest is always the necessary approach. You can help build their confidence up again

through more talks and play

 Is very LGBTQA+, sex, slut, etc…positive
◦ Unless humiliation is your kink shaming is not general practice

 Different categories of kink
◦ “Bedroom kink” always sexual and usual has sex or penetration involved (not necessarily only kept in 

the “bedroom)
◦ Where kink is separate from sex but still sensual/sexual/arousing
◦ Where kink is completely separate from sex

 Different levels of lifestyle engagement, huge spectrum, none is considered “more”/“less” kinky than others
◦ 24/7 vs. “When I can” vs. “Only in the bedroom” Etc…

 Oasis - Toronto's legal sex and swingers club (https://oasisaqualounge.com)
◦ Offers heated pools and hot tubs year round
◦ Occasionally offers kink nights
◦ Had first impact play during a regular Wednesday night. Enjoyed the play but different audience than 

used to (e.g. older masturbating men making lewd comments due to the scene happening-- 
interrupting the scene-- which as to do with them being vanilla and not understanding kink protocol: 
NEVER INTERRUPT A SCENE!!! Unless you're Dungeon Monitor)

 Usually no feeling of being sexualised outside of a scene (if that’s within your limits) even if walking around 
naked
◦ Or no invasive feeling of people sexualising you in their mind
◦ Or the sense that someone fantasizing will not cross the line into reality, no sense of invading your 

personal bubble
▪ might still depend on social location though (e.g., some people's bodies are hypersexualised in 

society due to systemic forces of marginalisation, and kink spaces are not immune from that)
◦ May still be treated as a piece of meat but usually less so than in vanilla spaces

▪ Community protects people
▪ Shunning and blacklisting of people who cross that line of violating of consent
▪ Creates safe feeling

 joke among some kink folks with chronic physical conditions and/or chronic pain about the idea of 
“corrective sadism” (i.e., hanging upside-down from one ankle-- which is very painful-- as a way of 
alleviating pressure on other body parts or chronic pain)

Munches and Events-- getting involved!

 “Munch” – low pressure social gathering in a public space (e.g. pub or restaurant) for people into kink

 Is there a way to get into something more casually (because it seems like a lot of work to get involved)
◦ Munches are the best place to start! Resource: http://findamunch.com
◦ Casual chatting in public space, chance to make friends with common interests and learn more about 

your interests (you can also find munches for very specific interests or for broader groups)

 Fetlife – great for finding events and munches

 Kink Toronto (Dovercourt and Bloor) – offers “Kink 101” workshops
◦ https://kinktoronto.com

 Come As You Are – offers workshops (still open)
◦ http://www.comeasyouare.com

 Northbound – used to post different events up in shop (high quality leather goods) 
◦ http://northbound.com

 Patricia Marsh's Dungeon – offers many services & events (e.g. monthly spanking party – by invite only)
◦ http://www.patriciamarsh.com/hello.php 

 Many people have kink dedicated Instagram and Twitter accounts
 Halloween has so many parties, kink community usually lets loose and goes all out

◦ Difficult 1st introduction to the scene because things tend to be “more” then usual

http://findamunch.com/
http://www.patriciamarsh.com/hello.php
http://northbound.com/
http://www.comeasyouare.com/
https://kinktoronto.com/
https://oasisaqualounge.com/
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Kink and Society

 Media representation
◦ Huge issue with misrepresentation (e.g. 50 Shades of Grey)

 Society's stigma against sex
◦ The belief that you must have suffered some trauma or be otherwise mentally damaged to be into kink
◦ The belief that you must be some sort of sexual deviant to be into kink

 How do you navigate how kink stuff intersects with societal structure and oppression (e.g., the kink of slut-
shaming as a kind of humiliation wouldn't make sense in a society without slut-shaming)
◦ Negotiate things before hand just for that scene
◦ Also outside of the scene or play the Dom/Top will respect you as a human being always (remember 

these kinds of things are role-play not reality)
◦ Have a male hetero friend who was ashamed and scared to share that he was interested in “Pegging” 

(where a hetero male is anally penetrated by their female partner wearing a strap-on)

 Are there inherently harmful kinks stemming from destructive things in society?
◦ E.g. slut-shaming or shape of desire guided by things like racism or sexism, etc.?
◦ Is there critiquing of desires in kink spaces?

▪ Not so much

 Scenes vs Reality
◦ “Willful suspension of disbelief” just like in the theatre
◦ someone behaving one way in a scene doesn't mean they would behave that way in reality

 Power dynamics in the institution of heterosexuality
◦ large separation between “normal heterosexuality” (which is based on domination) and BDSM or other 

kink stuff serves to hide / normalise power dynamics in “normal heterosexuality”

Boundaries of legality

 Notion that incest, minors, beastiality, etc… (okay as fantasy, not okay as reality)

 Hard line between fantasy and reality

 Online that line can get blurred as people will role play their fantasies but still never act IRL upon them

 Real line that society as whole does not cross (e.g., no child abuse)
◦ Ageplay (Ddlg – two consenting legal age adults) is different from incest, pedophilia, and child abuse

Definitions:

 “Service”
◦ As in Pro-Dom or Pro-sub – when you sell your services as your career
◦ As in Stunt-Top/bottom – when you provide your skills as Top/bottom usually for demo purposes for 

classes and such
◦ As in the kink itself – usually only used for sub/bottom who enjoys being of service to their 

Dom/Top/Master, usually making reference to menial labour or household chores, etc...

 “Sub-space/Dom-space”
◦ The heightened state of mind due to endorphins and adrenaline brought on by an intense scene 

usually followed by “Drop”

 “Drop”
◦ When you come down from the high of “Space” once the adrenaline and endorphins have left your 

system. Initial drop immediately after scene, possible secondary drop up to a few days or week later 

If anyone from the Ace community has any further questions about kink please feel free to contact:

• Sindal: at sindalxie@gmail.com     or 

• Pip: on Intagram @Bound_Serenity94 or via Fetlife profile Pip-squeak94

Please mention in your message that you are from the ace community as we may receive many 
messages and we do not want to disregard yours by accident. Please keep in mind most of our 
knowledge is solely based on our preferences and interests and information for munches and events are 
mostly limited to Toronto although I'm sure we could point you in the right direction.

mailto:sindalxie@gmail.com

